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ABSTRACT Subdomains of the cytoplasmic volume in tissue culture cells exclude large tracer particles relative to small.
Evidence suggests that exclusion of the large particles is due to molecular sieving by the dense meshwork of microfilaments
found in these compartments, but exclusion as a result of the close apposition of the dorsal and ventral plasma membrane
of the cell in these regions has not been ruled out conclusively. In principle, these two mechanisms can be distinguished by
the dependence of exclusion on tracer particle size. By fluorescence ratio imaging we have measured the partition coefficient
(PIPO) into excluding compartments for tracer particles ranging in radius from 1 to 41 nm. The decay of P/PO as a function of
particle radius is better fitted by three molecular sieving models than by a slit pore model. The sieving models predict a
percolation cutoff radius of the order of 50 nm for partitioning into excluding compartments.
INTRODUCTION
Much of our current understanding of intracellular biochem-
istry is extrapolated from the results of studies carried out in
dilute solution. As a consequence, the diffusion and parti-
tioning of subcellular components are often assumed to be
unrestricted in the absence of binding interactions. How-
ever, it is now clear that the diffusion of protein-sized
particles is hindered significantly by hydrodynamic interac-
tions with cytoplasmic and cytoskeletal components (Hou et
al., 1990; Luby-Phelps et al., 1987). In addition, ratio im-
aging studies of the distribution of inert, fluorescent tracer
particles in well-spread tissue culture cells have revealed the
existence of subdomains of the cytoplasmic volume that
exclude large particles relative to small (Luby-Phelps and
Taylor, 1988; Provance et al., 1993). By whole mount
electron microscopy, these regions are readily distinguish-
able by the absence of mitochondria, endoplasmic reticu-
lum, and other large membrane-bounded organelles. Micro-
tubules and vimentin intermediate filaments are also absent
from excluding compartments (Provance et al., 1993). Ste-
reo morphometry and fluorescence intensity measurements
suggest that these regions are very thin, with the dorsal and
ventral cortices of the cell closely apposed. Ultrastructur-
ally, these compartments thus resemble the growth cones of
axons and the leading lamellipodia of migrating cells, which
also exclude large tracer particles (Luby-Phelps and Taylor,
1988). Like growth cones and lamellipodia, they contain
bundles and meshworks of microfilaments. Staining with
fluorescent phallotoxins reveals the presence of actin fila-
ments in the filament bundles, and presumably the mesh-
works are also composed of F-actin (Provance et al., 1993).
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Similar actin meshworks have been demonstrated at the
electron microscopic level in growth cones and lamellipodia
(Bridgman and Daly, 1989; Small et al., 1982).
In unstimulated, interphase fibroblasts and epithelial
cells, excluding compartments are very stable, persisting
unchanged for several hours. However, there is evidence to
suggest that the architecture of these compartments is reg-
ulated physiologically. Treatment of growth cones with 50
,uM forskolin induces microtubules to invade the excluding
compartment at the leading edge. Subsequently, organelles
enter the leading edge along the tracks defined by microtu-
bules (Forscher et al., 1987). A similar process occurs when
two growth cones come in contact, raising the possibility
that excluding compartments in general might be remodeled
in response to extracellular signals (Lin and Forscher,
1993). By contrast, in fibroblasts made quiescent by serum
starvation, excluding compartments become very promi-
nent, taking up most of the spread area of cell.
Although excluding compartments are a feature of all
well-spread tissue culture cells, their function is not well
understood. Their ultrastructure is consistent with a me-
chanical role, and it has been shown that the leading lamel-
lipodia of migrating cells are indeed very stiff (Felder and
Elson, 1990). It is clear that membrane-bound protein syn-
thesis or vesicle trafficking on microtubules does not take
place in these compartments, because the requisite machin-
ery is absent. However, inasmuch as the percolation cutoff
and the mechanism of exclusion are not known it is hard to
predict which cellular components do have access to ex-
cluding compartments. An answer to this question is of
particular importance in formulating detailed models for
protrusion of the leading edges of migrating cells and
growth cones.
Two possible mechanisms for exclusion are suggested by
the available data: The meshwork of filaments in excluding
compartments may act as a molecular sieve (Fig. 1 A) or
particles may be excluded because of the close apposition of
the dorsal and ventral cell cortices (Fig. 1 B). There is some
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FIGURE 1 Diagrammatic representation of two possi-
ble mechanisms for steric exclusion of inert tracer parti-
cles from cytoplasmic excluding compartments. Circles
denote regions shown at higher magnification below. (A)
Exclusion by a slit pore with half-width Rp. (B) Exclusion
by a molecular sieve, depicted here as a square lattice of
cytoskeletal fibers with mean pore radius Rp.
evidence against the latter mechanism (Provance et al.,
1993), but this has not been tested rigorously. In principle,
exclusion by molecular sieving can be distinguished from
exclusion by two closely apposed parallel plates (a slit pore)
by the dependence of partitioning on particle radius (R). For
a slit pore, the partition coefficient (PIPO) decays as (1 -
Rlrp), where rp is half of the spacing between the parallel
plates, whereas for a molecular sieve PIPO decays as a
higher-order function of R. By ratio imaging, we have
measured PIPO into excluding compartments for a series of
inert, fluorescent tracer particles ranging in radius from 1 to
41 nm. Because hydrophobic or electrostatic interaction of
these particles with intracellular components is negligible
(Hou et al., 1990), steric hindrance is expected to be the
primary determinant of PIPO. Analysis of the data allows us
to rule out a slit pore as the mechanism of exclusion.
Applying sieving models of simple geometry, we predict a
mean pore radius of -5O nm as the percolation cutoff for
entry into these compartments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture
Swiss 3T3 cells (CCL 92, American Type Culture, Rockville, MD) were
cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's medium (#31600-034, Gibco
BRL, Gaithersburg, MD) as previously described (Provance et al., 1993).
Cells were subcultured onto 40-mm round glass coverslips (Custom #40
Cir ID, Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA) at least 48 h before each experiment to
allow them to become well spread. In some cases, cells were made
quiescent by being deprived of serum for 24 h or being cultured in 0.2%
serum for 48 h before the experiment. For other experiments we obtained
populations of oriented, migrating cells by wounding a confluent mono-
layer 20 min before microinjection.
Fluorescence microscopy
FTC-Ficoll was prepared by amidation, fluoresceination, and size fraction-
ation of Ficoll 400 (Pharmacia, Newark, NJ), as described (Luby-Phelps,
1988). The mean hydrodynamic radius of each size fraction was calculated
from the aqueous diffusion coefficient measured by fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) (Luby-Phelps et al., 1987). Fractions were
lyophilized from distilled water and reconstituted at high concentration in
sterile 2.5 mM PIPES, pH 7.0. CyS-Ficoll was prepared by derivatizing
amidated Ficoll 400 with Cy5I8.OSu (Amersham Life Science, Pittsburgh,
PA) followed by size fractionation on Sepharose CL-6B (Pharmacia). The
void volume was pooled and concentrated as above. For each experiment
an aliquot of 10 kDa rhodamine dextran (#D-1824, Molecular Probes,
Eugene, OR) and an aliquot of CyS-Ficoll were mixed with an aliquot of
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FTC-Ficoll of a particular radius. The mixture was microinjected into
living cells by pressure injection as described previously (Provance et al.,
1993). Following a 2-4-h recovery period, coverslips containing injected
cells were mounted into a modified Sykes-Moore chamber (Custom Sci-
entific, Dallas, TX) and maintained at 37°C on the stage of a Axiovert 135
fluorescence microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY).
Digital fluorescence imaging and ratio imaging
We acquired rhodamine, fluorescein, and Cy5 fluorescence images at
IOOX magnification, using a cooled CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson,
AZ) as previously described (Luby-Phelps et al., 1995). Background im-
ages at each wavelength were acquired from fields that did not contain
injected cells. To minimize the variance of ratio values among the image
set for a given size of tracer particle, the background image was normalized
to the mean background intensity outside the cell in each image before
background subtraction. We calculated floating point ratio images as
previously described (Provance et al., 1993), using BDS-Image software
(Oncor, Gaithersburg, MD) and a Macintosh IIfx computer.
Data analysis
Regions of interest in each ratio image were defined interactively, and
mean ratio values within each region were measured by use of the program
BDS-Image. The mean fluorescein/rhodamine ratio values for FTC-Ficoll
fractions in excluding and nonexcluding compartments were used to cal-
culate PIPO for each size fraction of FTC-Ficoll (described in more detail
in Results, below). PIPO was plotted as a function of particle radius, and
nonlinear least-squares curve fitting was performed with DeltaGraph Pro
3.52 (Deltapoint, Monterey, CA). Simulations of the effects of tracer
particle polydispersity on the observed PIPO were also carried out with
DeltaGraph.
RESULTS
Mapping the distribution of tracer particles in
living cells
Mixtures of 10 kDa rhodamine dextran (radius 1 nm),
CyS-Ficoll (radius 35 nm), and a FTC-Ficoll fraction were
microinjected into the cytoplasm of living Swiss 3T3 cells.
The mean hydrodynamic radius of the FTC-Ficoll was
varied from sample to sample, over a range from 1 to 41 nm.
Rhodamine dextran, which is not excluded from excluding
compartments, was intended as a volume marker to correct
for variable path length that was due to the contours of the
cell. Cy5-Ficoll was intended to mark excluding compart-
ments by its exclusion. For each cell, digital fluorescence
images of each of the three probes were acquired as de-
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scribed in Materials and Methods, and two ratio images
were generated. The ratio image of the distribution of Cy5-
Ficoll relative to the distribution of rhodamine dextran
(CY5/RH) was used to map excluding compartments in
each cell. The ratio image of FTC-Ficoll to rhodamine-
dextran (FTC/RH) was used to map the concentration vari-
ations of FTC-Ficoll in the cytoplasmic volume (Fig. 2).
Pseudocolor concentration maps of FTC-Ficoll of several
sizes in single cells are presented in Fig. 3.
Measurement of partition coefficient
For each cell, excluding compartments and nonexcluding
compartments were outlined interactively on the CY5/RH
image and saved as a graphic overlay. The overlay was
applied to the FTC/RH image of the same cell, and the mean
ratio in each region of interest was calculated (see Fig. 2).
For each cell, the results for all excluding compartments
were averaged and divided by the averaged results for all
nonexcluding compartments. Because the ratio values in the
FTC/RH image represent relative concentrations of FrC-
Ficoll, this gives the partition coefficient (PIPO) of the
particular FTC-Ficoll fraction into excluding compartments.
Data from all cells injected with a particular FTC-Ficoll size
fraction were averaged to yield a mean PIPO. The decay of
PIPO as a function of the mean hydrodynamic radius of each
FTC-Ficoll fraction for untreated, interphase cells is shown
in Fig. 4. Nearly identical results were obtained for the
leading edges of polarized cells migrating into an experi-
mental wound and from cells made quiescent by serum
deprivation (data not shown). However, the projected area
occupied by excluding compartments in quiescent cells was
much greater than in nonquiescent cells, reducing the non-
excluding compartment to narrow, branching channels ra-
diating from the cell center. These channels appeared by
phase contrast microscopy as regions of high refractive
index.
DATA ANALYSIS AND MODEL TESTING
For purely steric hindrance, the dependence of the partition
coefficient on particle radius (R) is a function of particle
shape and pore geometry. Several models for relatively
simple geometries have been proposed in the literature. At
least four of them appear applicable to the analysis of our
data. In partitioning experiments in vitro, Ficolls behave as
nearly ideal hard spheres (Deen et al., 1981). For a spherical
particle, the partition coefficient into a slit pore, such as a
thin region of the cytoplasmic volume, is given by
PIPO = (1 - Rlrp), (1)
where R is the particle radius and rp is the half-width of the
slit (Giddings et al., 1968; Minton, 1992). The partition
coefficient into a spherical cavity or a random array of
uniform spherical cavities is
PIPO = (1 - Rlrp)3, (2)
where rp is the radius of the cavities (Giddings et al., 1968;
Minton, 1992). For a cubical particle, the partition coeffi-
cient into a cubic lattice of fibers is
rlat- 3riat (rf + rr)2 + 2 (rf + r)3
= ri?at -3 riat rf + 2rf , (3)
FIGURE 2 Ratio imaging method of obtaining partition coefficients.
Background subtracted fluorescence images showing the intensity distri-
butions of 10 kDa rhodamine dextran (RH), FIC-Ficoll (FL), and Cy5-
Ficoll (CYS) in a single, living Swiss 3T3 cell. The ratio of the Cy5 image
divided by the rhodamine image (CYS/RH) was used to map excluding
(EX) and nonexcluding (NE) compartments in the cytoplasmic volume.
The ratio of the fluorescein image divided by the rhodamine image
(FLIRH) was used to map the concentration variations of FTC-Ficoll
within the cell. Excluding and nonexcluding compartments were outlined
interactively on the CY5/RH image, and the graphic overlay was applied to
the FL/RH image. Mean ratio values within each region of interest were
used to calculate PIPO. The mean hydrodynamic radius of FTC-Ficoll
microinjected into the cell shown here was 12 nm. Both FTC-Ficoll and
Cy5-Ficoll are excluded from the nucleus (N). Bar, 5 ,um.
where rlat is the half-width of the network unit cube, rf is the
radius of the fibers forming the sides of the unit cube, rc is
the half-width of the cubical particle, and only orientations
of the cubic particle parallel or perpendicular to the faces of
the unit cube are allowed (Minton, 1992). Given these
orientational constraints, the dependence on R for a spher-
ical particle will be the same for R = rc. For partition of a
spherical particle into a network of randomly oriented fi-
bers, the partition coefficient is given by
P/PO = (l/f')exp(--rh(2R + 2rf)2/4), (4)
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FIGURE 3 Pseudocolor ratio image maps of the intracellular concentration variations for four different fractions of FrC-Ficoll in single, living Swiss
3T3 cells. Relative intensities are encoded as shown by the color wedge at the right. Warm colors are regions of high concentration and cool colors are
regions of low concentration. It can be seen that regions of low intensity (excluding compartments) appear and grow in area as the mean radius of particles
in the FTC-Ficoll fraction increases. Bar, 10 gm.
where 1/f' is the porosity of the network, h is the length of
fiber per unit volume, and rf is the fiber radius (Giddings et
al., 1968; Laurent and Killander, 1964; Ogston, 1958).
Inasmuch as intersections between fibers in the network are
not considered in the random fiber model, this formulation
has no percolation cutoff.
The data for PIPO as a function ofR were fitted to each of
the above models by unweighted, nonlinear least squares.
The decay of PIPO fitted all three sieving models equally
well and significantly better than the slit pore model (Fig.
4). The percolation cutoff determined from model 2 is 54
nm, whereas from model 3 it is 34 nm. Values of rf obtained
from models 3 and 4 were similar: 54 nm for the cubic
lattice and 37 nm for the random fiber network.
Effect of polydispersity on PIPO
The value of PIPO for R = 41 nm is significantly underes-
timated by any of the fitted curves. Because this particle size
is close to the estimated rp, uncorrected background fluo-
rescence or number fluctuations of the particles in the
excluding regions may lead to inaccuracies in determining
PIPO. In addition, because our FTC-Ficoll fractions are
moderately polydisperse, the presence of particles of radius
smaller than R might lead to an observed P/PO greater than
predicted for a monodisperse tracer. A Ficoll fraction ob-
tained from size-exclusion chromatography contains a qua-
si-Gaussian distribution of particle sizes around the mean
value of R calculated from the diffusion coefficient mea-
sured by FRAP. The standard deviation of this distribution
is of the order of 0.14 R (Hou, 1991). The effect of poly-
dispersity on the observed P/PO can be calculated as PIPO
for each size particle in the fraction times its proportional
representation in the population, integrated over all particle
sizes. For sieving of a Gaussianly distributed population of
particles by a random array of uniform spherical cavities
00 1
P/Po = J <2 )i/2 exp( - (ri - R)2/2o2)
i = -x((
(I - rilrp)3 dril)
where ri is the radius of each particle in the population and
a- is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of
particle sizes. Equation 5 can be solved analytically to give
(6)
where A = 3(1 - Rlrp)(alrp)2. The deviation from the P/PO
expected for monodisperse tracer particles is thus given by
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FIGURE 4 Decay of P/PO as a function of particle radius. The data are
plotted and curve fits to Eqs. 1 (long-dashed curve), 2 (solid curve), 3
(short-dashed curve), and 4 (dashed-dotted curve) are shown. The data fit
all three of the sieving models (Eqs. 2-4) with R2 = 0.99 and x2 = 0.01,
whereas the fit to the slit pore model (Eq. 1) had R2 = 0.81 and X2 = 0.18.
Error bars are SEM, n 2 5.
A, which varies as a2. The analytical solution is valid only
for R - 3o >> 0 and R + 3o->> rp. Because the distribu-
tion is truncated at ri = 0, for small R the population is not
adequately described by the Gaussian distribution. For R +
3u : rp, a significant number of the largest particles in the
fraction will be excluded from the pores. However, for R <
rp- 3o, the equation can be evaluated numerically with
PIP0 = 0 for ri > rp (Fig. 5, dashed curves). The value of
A as a function of R/rp is shown in Fig. 5 for several values
of ca, including o = 0.14 R, which describes the polydis-
persity of the FTC-Ficoll fractions used in this study. We
find that the error in P/PO that is due to particle polydisper-
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FIGURE 5 Effect of polydispersity of P/P0. A (see Results) is plotted as
a function of R/rp. Solid curves are derived from the analytical solution to
Eq. 5. Dashed curves are splines fitted to values of A determined by
numerical evaluation of Eq. 5 for R > rp - 3o-. In general the effects of
moderate polydispersity are small relative to the measured PIP0. (A) o- =
0.05 R, (B) uf = 0.1 R, (C) o- = 0.14 R, (D) a = 0.2 R. Curve C corresponds
to the polydispersity of the FTC-Ficoll used in this study.
sity accounts for at most 20% of the difference between the
observed PIPO for FTC-Ficoll with R = 41 nm and PIPO
predicted from the fitted curves.
CONCLUSIONS
Our data for the size dependence of partitioning of inert
fluorescent tracer particles into excluding compartments in
the cytoplasm of living cells are not consistent with models
that predict a linear relationship between partitioning and
particle radius. This includes the simple slit pore model in
which exclusion is due to close apposition of the dorsal and
ventral boundaries of the cell in the excluding compart-
ments. In contrast, the data are well described by several
molecular sieving models, all of which predict a nonlinear
relationship between partitioning and particle radius.
Two of the sieving models allow us to estimate the
percolation cutoff of the sieving network: A percolation
cutoff of 54 nm is predicted for partitioning into a random
network of uniform spherical cavities, whereas a percola-
tion cutoff of 34 nm is predicted for partitioning into a cubic
lattice. The partition coefficient that is due to steric hin-
drance should be the same for a cubical pore and for a
spherical pore with an equivalent surface area (Giddings et
al., 1968). A sphere with a surface area equivalent to the
unit cube of the cubic lattice model has a radius of 47 nm,
in good agreement with the results for the network of
spherical cavities. The random fiber network model, which
does not have a percolation cutoff, is not likely to be
completely physiological, as there is a wealth of evidence in
the literature (for example, Hartwig and Shevlin, 1986;
Schliwa and van Blerkom, 1981) that cytoskeletal filaments
make intersections with one another.
We note that the observed PIPO for the largest tracer is
significantly underestimated by all the models tested. The
discrepancy is not completely accounted for by noise in the
data or by polydispersity of the particles. Inspection of Figs.
2 and 3 suggests an additional possiblity. The degree of
exclusion within an excluding compartment is observed to
be heterogeneous on a distance scale smaller than the re-
gions of interest that we used to obtain P/PO. As the tracer
radius approaches the mean pore radius of the excluding
compartment, the fluorescence intensity contributed by ac-
cessible subdomains with a percolation cutoff greater than
the mean will cause PIPO to be higher than predicted for a
homogeneous excluding compartment. In general we find
that the data are well fitted by models in which P/PO is the
weighted average of exclusion by two discrete subdomains,
one of which acts as a molecular sieve. Equally good fits to
the data are obtained whether the second subdomain is
modeled as a sieve or as slit pore. Fig. 6 shows the best fit
to a model in which both subdomains are assumed to be
random arrays of spherical cavities and the fractional vol-
ume occupied by the first subdomain is arbitrarily chosen to
be 0.9.
Analysis of our data indicates that proteins and macro-
molecular complexes of radius smaller than -50 nm can
\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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FIGURE 6 Least-squares fit of the data to a model in which P/PO is the
weighted average of exclusion by two discrete arrays of spherical cavities,
each characterized by a uniform pore size. The fractional volume occupied
by the first subdomain was arbitrarily chosen to be 0.9. PIPO is plotted
versus R as in Fig. 4. The equation that best fits the data is PIPO = 0.9(1 -
R/46)3 + 0.1(1 - R/711)3, with R2 = 0.99 and x2 = 6.23 X 10-3.
enter excluding compartments. However, as particle size
approaches the percolation cutoff, particle concentration
may be significantly reduced in the excluding compart-
ments. For example, we would predict that particles the size
of a ribosome (radius 15 nm) would be approximately
threefold less concentrated in excluding compartments than
in nonexcluding compartments. If large particles are present
in low abundance, number fluctuations may make the in-
stantaneous concentration in a given compartment even
lower than predicted by the nominal PIPO. The concentra-
tion of small molecules such as regulatory metabolites and
small globular proteins would be essentially unaffected by
steric hindrance. However, the biochemical and physical
properties of molecules that do partition into excluding
regions might differ significantly from the bulk because of
confinement within the pores of the sieving network (Min-
ton, 1992).
Two of the sieving models that we have applied to our
data provide information about the radius of the fibers in the
sieving network. Both the cubic lattice and the random fiber
model suggest that these fibers are of relatively large cali-
ber. Fiber radii estimated from these models were 54 and 37
nm, respectively, comparable with the radii of our largest
test particles and considerably larger than any of the three
major types of cytoskeletal filament. When fiber radius is
constrained to 5 nm, which is the radius of an actin filament
(Egelman and Padron, 1984), x2 for the best-fitting curve
increased twofold to threefold (data not shown). In addition,
for the random network of fibers, constraining fiber radius
to 5 nm results in a value for length of fiber per unit volume
that is 100 times the physiological concentration of actin
(577 mg/ml). Thus, these models suggest that sieving can-
not be due simply to a network of single, naked actin
filaments. This may indicate that the network fibers are
bundles of actin filaments. The relatively large diameter of
the fibers could also reflect the association of other cyto-
plasmic components with actin filaments (Clegg, 1984).
Besides various well-known actin-binding proteins, several
noncytoskeletal proteins have been shown to bind actin in
vitro with reasonable affinity, including protein synthesis
elongation factors, neuromodulin, and aldolase (Condeelis,
1995; Hens et al., 1993; O'Reilly and Clarke, 1993). Other
proteins and mRNAs have been localized to actin-contain-
ing microfilaments in cells (Bassell et al., 1994; Goodnight
et al., 1995; Khalil et al., 1995). Theoretical considerations
indicate that even very weak associations may lead to ad-
sorption of molecules onto extended surfaces in crowded
solutions or confined spaces (Minton, 1994). On the other
hand, all the models that we used are greatly simplified
compared with the known complexity of cytoarchitecture.
More-general models quickly become mathematically in-
tractable. Among the complexities that could make these
simple models invalid are nonuniform fiber diameter (for
example, actin bundles of various sizes or variations in
radius along the length of the fiber), reversible cross-links in
the network, nonuniform pore size, and macromolecular
crowding, although the effects of the last-named condition
appear to be small (Anderson and Quinn, 1974).
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